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This twist action ballpoint is a mini billboard in 
your hand. The top disk lights up to make your 
logo shine.

BILLBOARD PEN



People are taken by this pen because it looks and 
feels like a tire tread. You can see their mindset 
change when they pick it up. Feel the need for 
writing speed.

TYRE PEN



This 7-in-1 utility pen gets the job done no matter 
the situation. With a compass, LED light, ballpoint 
pen, stylus, phone stand, Phillips and flat head 
screwdriver, you’ll always have the right tool 
within easy reach.

RAINIER UTILITY PEN



Bring a little sparkle to your brand. The upper 
barrel is filled with shimmering crystals. Match 
or contrast the crystal color with the barrel color. 
Twist action with stylus tip.

KRYSTAL



Gunmetal casing highlighted by chrome accents 
and colorful, textured middle band. The band 
adds just the right amount of flair.

GUNMETAL STYLUS PEN



A pen that is truly the sum of its parts. The roundness 
of the tip is contrasted by the oval push button. The 
large flat clip provides a large canvas for your logo.

THE MINIMALISTIC



Framed by chrome-plated metal parts, the hexagonal 
barrel shows off its straight lines to their best effect. 
Ondoro also sits wonderfully comfortably in the hand. 
Jotting down notes and thoughts has never been so 
smooth and easy. Available as a ballpoint and 
fountain pen.

ONDORO



A very useful 3-in-1 pen. Take notes, highlight the key parts, 
and when your glasses or screen get smudged, give them a 
wipe with the microfiber cleaning cloth. The highlighter 
color matches the cap color.

3 IN ONE HIGHLIGHTER PEN



Multi-faceted like your brand. The angular lines 
highlight the metallic finish. Aluminium body and cap.

MoMA SQUARE PEN



The evolution of the fidget spinner. The ergonomic, 
easy-to-use, thumb spinning action is highly addictive 
and oh-so-fun. Better than a fidget spinner, the Spinnit 
Pen keeps you focused and productive while taking 
notes, writing papers or sitting in on yet another 
conference call. Available in any 6 color combinations.

SPINNET PEN



Ready to Connect?

Contact

http://cottoncandy.com/showcase/#colophon

